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ON PROPERTIES OF SUBSPACES OF l»0<p<l
BY

W. J. STILES
Abstract. The material presented in this paper deals with some questions concerning projections, quotient spaces, and linear dimension in lp spaces, and also
includes a remark about weak Schauder bases in lp spaces and an example of an
infinite-dimensional closed subspace of /p which is not isomorphic to lp.

1. Introduction. For p > 0, let lp be the set of all real sequences, (an), such that
2 |an|"<oo. It is well known that lv is a complete linear metric space with paranorm given by 2 \un\v when 0<p< 1, and that ¡p is a Banach space with norm

given by

(2 Hp)1/P when P * L
A great deal is known about the structure of lp spaces for p 2; 1. Perhaps not quite
so much is known about these spaces for 0<p< 1. We plan to discuss here properties of subspaces of the latter spaces and show that in most cases these properties
are quite different from those of the normed spaces.
The paper will be divided into five sections. §1 will contain some comments and
definitions which might be helpful to the reader as well as a summary of results.
§2 will deal mainly with the concept of complemented subspaces of lp, 0<p<l.
We will show in this section that each lp space is isomorphic to all of its subspaces
of finite codimension, that each lp space contains a subspace isometrically isomorphic to lp no infinite-dimensional subspace of which is complemented in /„,
and that if lp is isometrically isomorphic to one of its subspaces which has the
Hahn-Banach extension property, then this subspace is complemented in lp.
§3 will contain an example of a subspace of lp which is not isomorphic to lp. §4 will
contain some results about subspaces of lp which are obtained as kernels of linear
mappings. In particular, we will show that each lp, 0</;<l,
contains a closed
proper subspace such that any continuous linear functional on lp which vanishes
on this subspace vanishes on all of lp. We will also show that lp contains a closed
subspace which is not contained in any proper complemented subspace of lp.
Finally, §5 will contain some results on linear dimension, complementing those
known for lp,p^l.
Most of our terminology is standard ; however, a few remarks probably are in
order. We use the word norm to denote the lp paranorm when 0<p< I, and we
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use the standard notation for a norm to denote this paranorm—even though it is
^-homogeneous (||ia|| = |r|p ||a||), and not homogeneous in the usual sense. In
cases of possible ambiguity, we will denote the /»-norm by || |p. We will say that
a subspace, X, of lp has the Hahn-Banach extension property if each continuous
linear functional on X can be extended to a continuous linear functional on all
of/p. We will let {e¡}denote the unit vector bases in lp, i.e., e¡ = (0,..., 0, 1,0,...),
we will write Xx Y to denote that X is linearly isomorphic to Y, and we will use
the known properties of the space (Xx © X2 © • • )x given in [9]. Finally, we will
say that two bases, {xJ and {yt}, are equivalent bases if 2 «¡Ji converges if and only
if 2 «i*i converges.

2. Complemented subspaces. It is known [9] that each infinite-dimensional
closed subspace of lv, />=1, contains an infinite-dimensional subspace which is
complemented in lv, or in the terminology of Whitley [12], /„,/>! 1, is subprojective.
That the situation is considerably different when 0 <p < 1 will be shown in Theorem
2.3. We begin by proving a theorem which is basically not new (see [3]) but whose
proof contains estimates which are essential to our later work.
Theorem 2.1. If X is a closed infinite-dimensional subspace of lp, 0<p<
X contains a subspace isomorphic to lv.
Proof. Since X is infinite dimensional,
||èn|| = 1 and each bn is of the form

1, then

X contains a sequence {bn} such that

bn = (Q,...,0,bln,bln

+y,...),

where kn can be chosen arbitrarily large. Select bn such that

£*

2

, ,

1

W < 2ÏTÎ'

and define the sequence {Cn}such that

Cn = (0,.. .,0, bl,...,

bnka+1).y,0,...).

We note the {Cn}is a basic sequence equivalent to the unit vector basis in ¡p. Indeed,
this follows immediately from the following :
II «

<°

fc(n+ l)-l

°°

2 A«c»
= n=l2 iA"ip
2 w = n2= X ia*ip>
IIn-l
k = kn
while

2 KCn^ h n=l2 NP-

=l
IIn CO

CO
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We also note that {bn}is a basis equivalent to {CJ. This follows from the following:
Ii m

II m

2 A,(¿»-C„)
= 2 A»(°>
■••»0, ¿2,+1,•- ■)
||n= l
II lln= l
m

i

m

fc(n+ i)-l

2 wpjTFî^i2
iA«ip2 i^i"
2"

n=l
=

i

n= l

k = kn

2 A»c»

Hence {¿>n}
is a basis for a subspace of A"which is isomorphic to /„.
Corollary
2.2. The space lp,0<p<l,
isomorphic to a Banach space.

contains no infinite-dimensional subspace

Proof. If B were a Banach space isomorphic to a subspace of lp, then by the previous theorem, lp would be isomorphic to a subspace of B. Since lp contains no
bounded convex neighbourhood, this is impossible.

Theorem 2.3. For each p, 0<p<l,
lp contains a subspace, Y, isometrically
isomorphic to lp such that no infinite-dimensional subspace of Y is complemented

in lp.
Proof. Let Y be the subspace of lp whose basis elements, bn, are given by

¿i = (l,0,...)
b2 = (0, 1/21", 1/21", 0,...)

b3 = (0, 0, 0, 1/31'", 1/31", 1/31", 0,...)
We will show that no infinite-dimensional subspace of Y has the Hahn-Banach
extension property, and this will prove the theorem.
Let z be an infinite-dimensional subspace of Y. We note that the sequence
(±1,

+21'"-1,

±21/p-1,

±31*-1,

±31/p-1,

±3llp~\...)

represents a continuous linear functional on Y and hence on Z for any choice of
signs. We denote this functional, when the signs are all positive, by / and for
notational convenience, we let / be denoted by the sequence (/i,/2, •••), i.e.,
/i = l,/2=21/p_1, etc. We choose a sequence, {z„}, of unit vectors in Z as follows.
Zx = («Î, °4 «3» «4, a5, «6, • • -, «Í2, • • -, <*n2
+ ni, ■• •)
Z2 = \y, . . ., U, an¡3, . . ., an¡3 + n'3, . . ., an4, . . ., ce„4 + nj, . . . )

zk ~

ÍV, . . ., U, «n2ic-i> • ■ •> ana)£-i + n2)t_i> • ■ •> an2ict • ■ •> an2ic + n2ki • • •)
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where we have chosen our notation to indicate that a "block" begins at n2k and
ends at n2k+n'2k. Choose z, arbitrarily and then choose n2 such that
n2 + n2

^

Ie0

2 kiwi- 2 kiwim Î ki-

Having chosen zk-x and w2Jc_2,choose zk so that n2k-y>n2k-2+n'2k-2.
choose n2k so that
n2k: + n2fc

2 kiwi-

í=l

oo

Í=i2lc

2

+ n2lc + 1

jfl/p-1

Then

"o

Kll/I = V" 2 KIí=1

The above choice of n2k is clearly possible because of the forms of the linear
functionals involved and because of the fact that our choice of n2k.x has required
us to "skip" at least one block at each step of the process.
We now let "sign" denote the function such that sign r=r/\r\ if r^O and sign 0
=0, and we let g be the continuous linear functional on Z whose representation
is given by
C/i sign cc\,...,fn3-y

sign <-,,/n3

sign a23,.. .,/„B_i sign <-!,/„5

sign a*,, • • •)•

Suppose that g has a continuous extension to lp. Then there is a linear functional,
h, on /p which agrees with g on the sequence {z„}. Let (mx, m2,...) be a bounded
sequence which is the representation of A, and suppose that sup \m}\¿M. Then

g(zk)Z ^y-

2 KI ^ ^F~ 1*^)1.

and since 0<p< 1, this is clearly impossible.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that X is a closed subspace oflp, 0<p<l,
such that X
contains no subspace which is both complemented and isomorphic to lp. Then given
any e > 0 there exists an integer N such that n = 7Vand a = (0,..., 0, an, an + x,.. . ) e X

with ||a|| á 1 implies 2™=n\a¡\ =eProof. Suppose that there exists some e > 0 such that for any N we can find a
vector a = (0,...,

0, an, an + x,...)

e X with ||a||p= 1, ||a|i^e

and n = 7V. We con-

struct a sequence {an} of /»-unit vectors in X of the form

ay = (a\, al, ...,al2,...)
a2 = (0,...,

0, a23, a23 + y,..

ak = (0, ...,0,ak2k_v

.,a2ni, ...)

...,ak2k,...)

in the following manner. Choose ay arbitrarily. Then choose n2 such that

2 \a}\Ï J and 2 KI*< \ (í) "
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Having chosen ak-x and n2k-2, choose ak such that «2fc-i>«2k-2. Then select
n2k such that

2 Kief* and í = n2fc
2 + l KIP<2^
(J
•
¿
W

/-na*-i

Since c^ 1, the last inequality implies that
CO

V

,

IflklP <- _L_.

i = n2lc + l

*

Hence, according to the calculations contained in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the
sequence {bn}given by

Z>i= (aî,...,<,0,...)
¿>2= (0,...,0,<,...,<,0,...)
bk = (0,...,0,

a^.j,...,

a*M,0,...)

is a basic sequence equivalent to the unit vector basis in lp, and, furthermore, the
sequence {an}is a basic sequence in X equivalent to the unit vector basis in ¡p. If Y
denotes the subspace spanned by {bk},it is easy to see that the mapping P defined by

p(x)= 2 M*»»
where fk is the linear functional corresponding to the sequence
(0, ...,0,mn2k_1,...,mn2k,0,...),

where each m\ may be chosen so that supiy \m\\ ^2/e and/j.(6fc)= 1, is a continuous
projection of l„ onto Y.

Let A be the linear mapping defined by

A(x)= x-P(x)+ J flP(x))ai.
A is a well-defined continuous mapping since {af) and {bf) are equivalent bases.
We will show that A is a one-to-one mapping of lp onto itself, and this will imply
that A is bicontinuous by the open mapping theorem. A minor calculation shows

that
00

A(x) = x+ 2 /*(*X0,• • •, 0, <fc +1,...),
fc=i

and from this it is easy to deduce that A is one-to-one. To see that A maps onto
/„, let y be any arbitrary element such that ||j||p= 1. We will determine an x in lp
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such that Ax=y. Let xj=yj for y'= 1,..., n2. Then, let
x 2 = (Xx, x2,...,

and let Xj=yj-fx(xn2)a}

forj=n2

+ l,...,

x„2, 0,...),

n4. Having chosen xx, x2,...,

xn2le,let

Xn™ = (0, . . ., 0, Xn2k_2 + 1, • • -,Xn2k, 0, . . .),

and let

*/=y>—
2 f^^i
r=l

fory=«2ic+l, • • •) "2fc+2-We will show that x=(xu
complete the proof that A is an isomorphism.
Note that ¡s^fl^l.

x2,...)

is in lp and this will

Hence \fx(xn^)\ ^ (2/e)||xn21|a á 2/e. This implies that

II*"*!,á l+(2/e)»\\(0,...,0,<+1,..., <, o,.. on,
S l + (2/E)"(£/2)"i ^ l+i<2.
Hence ||jcn«||i^21/p, and this implies that |/20cn*)| ú(2/e)2Vp.
\f2(xn2i)\ ^(2/e)2llp for;=2, ...,k, we see that

Assuming

that

||*-»HI.. ^ 1+ 2 l/^"2r)lP 11(0,
• • -, 0, an2r+1,...,an2r+2,0,.. OH,
r=l

and this implies that ||xn»+2||1^21,!' which in turn implies that \fk+x(xn2k+2)\
^(2/e)2llp. Thus, this last inequality holds for all k^l. Using this fact, one can
show very easily that ||x|p^2.

Since the isomorphism, A, maps the space spanned by {bk}onto the space spanned
by {ak), the mapping Q given by Q = APA ~1 is a continuous projection of ¡p onto X.
Lemma 2.5. If X is a complemented subspace of lp, 0<p< 1, and X contains a
subspace Y which is both complemented in X and isomorphic to lp, then Xis isomorphic
to /„.

Proof. See Proposition 4 of [9].
Theorem 2.6. For each p, 0 <p < 1, lv is isomorphic to all of its subspaces of finite
codimension.

Proof. It suffices to show that lp is isomorphic to all of its hyperplanes. Let X
be a hyperplane in lv. Since X is complemented in /„, if X is not isomorphic to lp,
X contains no complemented subspace isomorphic to l„ by Lemma 2.5. Thus
Proposition 2.4 applies. Suppose that lp = Rx ® A'where Rx is the space spanned
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by the vector x=(xy, x2,...). Then there are vectors of the form (0,..., 0, an, 0,
...) in x+X for each n with a„^0. Thus, we can find two vectors of the form
y — ( — Xy, . . ., —Xn-y,

—Xn + an, — Xn + y, . . .)

and
Z = ( — Xy, . . ., —Xn, — Xn + y+an

+ y, — Xn + 2, . . .)

in X for each choice of n. Since >>-z=(0,...,
0, an, —an+1, 0,...) £ X, we can
find/7-unit vectors in Zwith lx norms greater than 21_1,p in direct contradiction to

Proposition 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. If0<p<2
and £ and r¡ are real numbers, then |l+i?|p + |^—ijl"
ik2(\i; |p+ \t)\p) and equality holds only when £ or r¡ is zero.

Proof. See [11].
Theorem 2.8. If a subspace X of lp, 0<p<l,
is isometrically isomorphic to lp
and has the H-B-extension property, then X is complemented in lp.
Proof. Let T be the isometry, and let Tet =/. It is easy to see from Lemma 2.6
that/ and/ have disjoint supports when i-£j. Since {/} is a basis for Zequivalent
to {e,}, one can define a continuous linear functional h on X such that h(f) = 1.
If Il/Ji->0
for some subsequence, h cannot be extended to lp. Hence H/J^e
for all / for some s > 0. We can now define a projection of lp onto X as we did in

the proof of Proposition 2.4.
Remark. It is easy to see that if X © Y=lp, 0<p< 1, then Xe © Yc = lx where
Xe, Yc are the closures, in lx, of X and Y. It also follows that X* and Y* are isomorphic to m since X* and Y* are isomorphic to complemented subspaces of m
which must be isomorphic to m [7]. It is not true, however, that the conjugate of
every closed infinite-dimensional subspace of lp is isomorphic to m. This will be
shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We note in closing this section that it is easy
to show that every finite-dimensional subspace of lp is complemented.

3. A subspace not isomorphic to l„. For each p, 1 = p < 2, lp contains an infinitedimensional subspace which is not isomorphic to lp (see [5] and [9]). Whether this
situation persists for p>2 is still unknown; however, it does persist for 0</>< 1.
We show this in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For each p, 0<p<l,
X, which is not isomorphic to lp.

lp contains an infinite-dimensional subspace,

Proof. Let <pn(t)= sign sin (2nflr), « = 0,1,...,
be the Rademacher functions
for t in [0, 1]. By Khinchine's inequality (see Paley [8]), given any p>0, there exist
constants B and C such that

b{2kit2 ^ Jof \I^n(t)\pdt^ c(2 kit2.
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For a given integer n, «SO, divide the unit interval into 2" equal intervals and then
subdivide one of these intervals into infinitely may subintervals of length 2_(n +1),
2~<n+2\ .... We now embed /„ in Lp in the usual manner by constructing the
appropriate scalar multiple of the characteristic function on each of the intervals.

The embedding, Tn, of l2 into Lp given by
n

Tn(ax,.. -,an) = 2

ak<Pk

k=l

is also an embedding of 1%into /„ because of the way we have embedded /„ in Lp.
Let Mn denote the image of /£ in /„ under Tn. Khinchine's inequality yields

\\Tnx\\pÚ \\xUC and B\\x\\i á ]|7;*||p.
Therefore

llr^ll? Ú \\x\\fC and B'\\x\\? â \\Tnx\\'p.
These inequalities imply that the mapping of

R - (4 © H © H© ■■•),„
onto
(»ii©ma

©•••)«,

is an isomorphism of R into (/„©/„©•••
)¡p and this last space is isomorphic to
/p. If R is isomorphic to /„, then R* must be isomorphic to m, the space of all
bounded sequences. However R* is isomorphic to (l2 ® I2 ©•■•)„ and it has
been shown by Lindenstrauss in [5] that this space is not isomorphic to m.
4. Subspaces which are kernels of mappings. It is well known that any separable
Banach space is the image of ¡x under a continuous linear mapping. This statement
has its analogue for 0<p< 1, and the kernel of this mapping is a subspace of lp
which has some interesting properties. We say that a linear topological space is
locally bounded if it has a bounded neighborhood of zero.

Theorem 4.1. Every separable locally bounded F-space is isomorphic to a quotient

space oflpfor some p in (0, IX1).
Proof. Aoki [1] and Rolewicz [10] have shown that a /^-homogeneous norm,
||„, can be defined in a locally bounded F-space for every p satisfying 0<p
< logC(X)2where C(X) is the modulus of concavity of the space X. Let {xn} be any
countable collection of points in X which is dense in the unit sphere,

Sx = {xeX:

¡4=

1},

of X, and define a mapping T of /„ into X as follows. Let {e¡}be the unit vector
basis in lp, and let Tet=xt. Extend T linearly to the span of {e¡). Since

HÏ
A**J
Úk=l2 Np||*fc||pdî
Kei
\fc= l
/ ||p
llk= l
(l) After submitting this paper for publication, the author discovered that Theorem 4.1
was contained in J. H. Shapiro's doctoral dissertation (University of Michigan, 1969).
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T is continuous and can be extended continuously to all of /„. Given any point
x in Sx, one can construct a series in /„ which converges to a point whose image is x.
Hence the mapping T is onto X.

Corollary
4.2. For each p, 0<p< 1, and for each q, q^p,
morphic to quotient spaces oflp.

l„ and L„ are iso-

Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of the preceding theorem because

of the fact that
(n

\ ||

/

n

\ 5/p

2 A^ £ 2 N'^ 2 np .

fc=l

ifp^q<

n

/ II«

k=l

\fc = l

/

n

\ 1/p

1, and
(n

\ ||

n

/

2 KeA\\
i 2 N* 2w

k=l

J \\q

fc=l

\k = l

I

-

ifffcl.
Theorem 4.3. For each p, 0</?<l,
lv contains a closed proper subspace, X,
such that any continuous linear functional in lp which vanishes on S vanishes on all

oflv.
Proof. Choose X such that lp/X is isomorphic to Lp. Since Lp contains no nonzero continuous linear functionals, there can be no nonzero linear functional in
lp which vanishes on X.
Corollary
4.4. For each p, 0<p< 1, lp contains a closed proper subspace which
is weakly dense in lp.

Corollary
4.5. For each p, 0<p<l,
is not a basis.

lp contains a weak Schauder basis which

Proof. Let X be the subspace given in Corollary 4.3. It is easy to see that X
is a dense subspace of /,. Hence, by a well-known theorem of Krein, Milman, and
Rutman, lx has a basis {bn}where bn is in X for each n. This last condition implies
that {bn}cannot be a basis for lp while {bn}is clearly a weak Schauder basis for lp.
Theorem 4.6. For each p, Q<p<l, lp contains a closed subspace, X, which is
not contained in any proper complemented subspace.
Proof. Let X be the kernel of a continuous linear mapping of lp onto Lp, and
suppose le y where F is a subspace complemented in lp. If Y © Y0= lp, then

Y/X® (X+ Y0)/XxLp. But (X+ Y0)/Xz Y0 and Y0, being a subspace of /„, has
nonzero continuous linear functionals. This means that Lp also has nonzero continuous linear functionals which is not the case.
Theorem 4.7. For each p, 0<p<l,
lp contains a subspace, X, such that X © Y
fails to be complete for all infinite-dimensional subspaces Y oflp.
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Proof. Let X be the kernel of any continuous mapping of /„ onto l±, if X © Y
is complete then Y is isomorphic to a subspace of llt and this is impossible.
5. Linear dimension. If X and Y are linear topological spaces, then dim, X
á dim, Y if and only if X is isomorphic to a subspace of Y. If this is the case, we
will say that X has linear dimension less than that of Y. If this is not the case, we

will write dim, X$ dim, Y. If neither X can be embedded in Y nor Y embedded
in X, we will say that they are incomparable. These ideas date back to Banach [2],
and the problem of linear dimension for /„ and Lp, p^l, spaces has now been
completely solved (see [6] and the references cited there). We will examine the case
when p > 0.

If/6LP, let Sp={te [0, 1] : |/(r)| M/D

and saYthat/eMf

if and only if

|5f|äe where |S?| denotes the Lebesgue measure of S?. It has been shown by
Kadec and Petczyñski in [4] that if X is a subspace of Lp, l^p<co,
and XdrMf
for any e > 0, then X contains a subspace isomorphic to /„. We use these ideas in the

following.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that p,q>0. If pj=q, then dim,/„ and dim, /, are incomparable; dim, l2^dim, Lp; dim, Lp^dim, /„ implies p=q = 2; dim, /„¿dim, Lq

ifp<q; dim, Lp^dim, Lq impliesp^q; and dim, Lpádim, L„ ifqúp and l</>^2.
Proof. Suppose that 0<p<q<l
and that dim, /„ ^ dim, /,. Then /„ contains a
bounded basic sequence {/,} equivalent to the unit vector basis in lp. Since the
sequence {/„} is bounded,

the series 2 anfn converges for all sequences (an) in lq.

This is a contradiction which implies dim, lp ¿ dim, /„. If dim, /, ^ dim, /„, then by
Theorem 2.1, /„ contains a subspace isomorphic to lp which was just shown to be

impossible.
dim, l2 ^ dim, Lp follows immediately from Khinchine's inequality given in the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
If 0<p, q<l, then clearly dim, Lp$dim, l„ since LP has no continuous linear
functionals. The other cases are either well known or are obvious.
If 0 <p < q < 1, then dim, /„ ¿ dim, Lq follows from the argument given in the
first part of this proof. Since /„ can be isometrically

embedded

in Lp, this

implies that dim, Lp $ dim, Lq when p < q.
If 1 <p < 2, select a number r such that 1 < r <p and q < r. Then Lp is isomorphic
to a subspace X of Lr (see [6]), and since lr is not isomorphic to a subspace of Lp,
X<^Ml for some e > 0. This implies that X is a closed subspace of Lq and so

dim, Lp^ dim, Lq.
We are unable to settle the remaining case which we leave as a problem: If

0 <p < 1 and q >p is dim, Lq^ dim, Lp or is dim, /„^ dim, Lp?
We note in conclusion that a stronger result than that contained in the last
part of the preceding theorem can be obtained. This is done in the following.
Theorem 5.2. For eachp,l<p^2,
Lp is isomorphic to a subspace ofM, the space
of all measurable functions on [0, 1] with topology given by convergence in measure.
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Proof. For a given p, we choose an r as in the last part of the proof of the preceding theorem. Then if Lpz A-where Y is a subspace of Lr, X<=M¡ for some £>0.
The natural mapping of X (as a subspace of Lr) into M is continuous and one-toone and the inverse of this mapping is also continuous since Ie M¡. This shows
that X, as a subspace of M, is isomorphic to Lp.
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